Month won\'t change
Posted by nettermo - 2013/04/02 04:15
_____________________________________

I have three months visible stacked vertical: March April May. Worked perfectly as long as it was March, but it's refusing
to embrace the present. Can't get it to display April May June now. Went into Skins grid settings, have visible months set
to 0 +1 +2. Tried +1 +2 +3 and got Oct Nov Dec. Set it back and reverted to Mar-May (side note: if I try to show more
than three months, it defaults to starting with Oct. every time)
I'm running Windows 7, not syncing it with Outlook or anything else. All I want is to view the current month and two
months following (would prefer more, but content with two). It has the box around the correct date - that's all working fine,
I just want March to go away and June to join the party.
Can someone help a frustrated soul? Thanks!
http://www.rainlendar.net/cms/images/fbfiles/images/calendar-454d4105ececc4f60183af09903f78a7.jpg
============================================================================

Re: Month won\'t change
Posted by anoob - 2013/04/02 08:01
_____________________________________

Seen the image you attached, I notice you are using "Shadow4 - Grid Calendar".
When using "Grid Calendar", the option, "Visible Month" (or what?), only need to set the first month you want to display,
instead of each months.
In your case, you only need to set it as "+0", that's all.
(Noted: Do not to set as "0", it maybe cause some error)
p.s.:
if setting as "0 +1 +2", it equal to set as "0+1+2"="3".
if setting as "+1 +2 +3", it equal to set as "+1+2+3"="+6".
============================================================================

Re: Month won\'t change
Posted by nettermo - 2013/04/02 08:34
_____________________________________

Ah ha!! It was user error...as usual. :-) That solved both of my problems - thank you so much!!
============================================================================
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